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About the Conference
Our third, high impact conference brings together international top leaders in the field of diabetes to facilitate the identification of, and potential solutions to, the preeminent scientific challenges facing the prevention and treatment of type 2 diabetes. The conference will feature a focus on the brain in control of metabolism, and two award presentations: the Helmholtz Diabetes Lecture, in recognition of the lifetime achievements of a senior leader in the field, and the Helmholtz Young Investigator in Diabetes (HelDi) Award, in recognition of a rising star.

Levels of support
There is a number of several packages to which you can direct your support. The following items are meant as suggestions. Of course we are open to any individual needs and demands.

Platinum Package – € 10.000 (plus 19% VAT)
• Access to all VIP events (2 people)
• Exhibition area (approx. 4 sqms)
• Conference fee waived (2 people)
• Logo prominently featured on screen between talks
• Acknowledgement with logo in the final congress program
• Acknowledgement with logo on congress website
• Insert of flyers/brochures in congress bags

Gold Package – € 6.000 (plus 19% VAT)
• Exhibition area (approx. 4 sqms)
• Conference fee waived (2 people)
• Logo prominently featured on screen between talks
• Acknowledgement with logo in the final congress program
• Acknowledgement with logo on congress website
• Insert of flyers/brochures in congress bags

Silver Package – € 3.000 (plus 19% VAT)
• Exhibition area (approx. 4 sqms)
• Conference fee waived (1 person)
• Acknowledgement with logo on congress website
• Insert of flyers/brochures in congress bags

Bronze Package – € 1.500 (plus 19% VAT)
• Acknowledgement with logo on congress website
• Insert of flyers/brochures in congress bags

Further Opportunities

Insert in Congress Bags – € 800 (prices plus 19% VAT)
Opportunity to insert brochures into the congress bags (all materials should be delivered by the company directly. Approx. 230 pcs.)

Support Round Table Meetings – € 800
During the round table meetings young researchers will have the opportunity to talk with the invited speakers regarding scientific questions and efforts.

Display Advertising Material – € 500 (prices plus 19% VAT)
Company brochures will be placed effectively on special tables (approx. 230 pcs.)

Supporting congress coffee-breaks with coffee, tea, tea biscuits/cake
Support of one break or, as an exclusive option, all coffee breaks (10 expected)
• Your company logo on an information sign
• Outlay of your advertising material/brochures
• Appraisal as a supporter with power point charts at the end of the session

Supporting the Opening Event
The opening ceremony is the first official event of the Congress and as such generates a lot of interest. Delegates will be welcomed to the congress, entertained and enabled to network. Supporter who contribute to this in full or in part will receive full recognition at the opening of the evening.
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